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A bilayer of rode. polymer film, tpl-0by)-"Y

31 is' coated a. a pt electrode s iuti the 1j,-Ii)

outer film of a Pre-exidised bilayer. Pt/P*ly-(OsJ Ipoly-(Nn] is

controlled by the rate of electron diffusion throw* the immar. poly-

t0o) file. Was oiiising the outer poly-foul film of a reduced

PtIOl,17101 /~poly-tax)2 bilaper, however. the rate of maidation depends

larely am t kinetics of electrom transfer between the S&. amoloper of
-~ 24

poly-fool MA poly-Ial) sites is contact at the interface between the two

polymer films. The electron dif fusion kimetics in the two polymer film

perturb the inter facial reaction rate only oligbtly. s that a lower limit to

the Interfacial electron trasfer rat* constat is swailbta Remarkably,

Wei value is within a factor so1M. a of that calculated fiimthe Wre..

relation for the corresponding haqesems cres electron tranfer reaction

is acetositrile.
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WTIMATIOE OF US RATE CW RLICT3 7USFZRS *VUTW TWO CONTACTING POLTMER
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SURFACIS

C. 1. Leidner and oye* W. Murray

Ronan Laboratories of Chemiatry

University of North Carolina

Chapel Bill. NC 27514

Vltra-this (10-1,0.m), stable, and adherent film of the electroactive

transition metal polyme poly-[M(bpy) 2(vpy)2I
2  and poly-Iltu~vbpy) 3J

2  where

MN - Oa or Ru, vbpy - 4-vinyl-41-mthyl-2,2'-bi tridiae sad vpy a 4 vinyl-

luepyridine, are easily electropolymrined auto Pt electrode@ free mo r

complex solutions1  The@* film and thoe of analogou complexes have

provided a number of important insights into the internal electron self

3,4 53-76-
laedexchange *permeation ,and electron transfer mediation chemistry of

depndstransition metal polyme. This paper further exploits this electron

transfer chenistry to arrive at an estimate of the rate of an electron
Oyer of

transfer reaction between two different, contacting polymr film surfaces.
can the two

The rate of such a s l er surface to surface electron transfer has eluded as
film341

otin previous experimens and as far as me are aware hag never before

been reported for am y pair of contacting polymer filr or biological membran *..

arkably,

a Marcus

reaction The experiment is hsed on a Pt electrode coated first with a thin 00-

tr an ton etalo e. Thpoly-as (bpy 2(vpy)2  film (B - o.73V vs.

tsCr), which is then over-coated with a similarly thin poly-flru(vbpy)

film (go' 1a.14t vs. 3Ct). Since the inner, poly-Joe film isfcs' '
tanford CA.
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relatively piawhole free' electron trassfers bet"ee the Pt electrode end the

outer. poly-lam) 24 film are, like our previ.us bilayer electrode.

coustraived to occur at the poly-jouI/poly-12uJ file/file interface, via the

poly-tOsi film. by control of the Pt electrode potential, electron transfer

reactions which can be driven across the file/film interface are:

starting with both films osidised ed @movies the potential negatively, end

Pt/poly-IoeI /Poly-1ftu) - F t/pely-10e12 /poly-Ias]3  (2)

starting with both films reduced end oepiag potential positively.

Reaction 1 is thermodynamically favored. Soaction 2 is unfavorable but

in driven nonetheless by coutinous regenegation of the inver film poly-I08sI3+

state. Dy analogy with experiment@ In which such transition metal polymer

films were used to drive thermodynamically favored end unsfavored maidat ion

(or reductien) of solutions of metal cmmpleeo-9 end thermodynamically

favored reactions in other bilayer eletrodes 3 10 we can gos$ at the

likely rate controlling steps of Ieeetiems I end 2. Specifically. Reaction, I

is likely to be controlled by the Tate o electron diffusion is the inner,

po1y-toe) film (controls the supply o PDlY-l08el2 sit"e). lb. rate of the

thegrmodneically favoted electron trawfer cress-reaction in Reaction I

should be much faster than the electreM diffusion step. Amd. we hoped that. _

as found for the solution complex reactions, the opposite situation would be

found in Reaction 2, %heTe the rate of the thermodynamically unfavored and

-7-
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the thus such slowed electron tramafer coss. reaction should became loe than

that Of the electran diffusion process. The ?t/poly-loeI/poly-lI bilayer
i* the -. dsge .ti ai.The specific polymer* were furthermore selected

star ~to provide both a rather large unfavorable free osergy chatge (3o I -

iu 00

0 .40 V; I" a 1.4%10 -7). and -n inner film polymer with a high electron

diffusion rate (the pl-o] fl)

(2) surfaces.

UP'IIUTAL

34
~I~eISyntheses of (oG(bpy) 2 (vpy) 21(P1d 2 md I~u(vbpy) 31(P 6)2 have bees described

lymerearlier '*as has the electrechomicel apparatus .Tetreethylmmmium

tics perchlorste. SUC ,(Iatmen) was thrice recrystallised from water sod

stored in vacua at 30%C. Acetomitrile (Buick and Jackson) was stored over

-' hemolecular sieves. All experiment* were performed in 0.1K St 4 VC1O 4 /0CP with

tics 1standard three electrode instrumentation.

The ?t/poly-IOs(bpy) (vpy) I /poly-[lu~wbpy)3  bilayers were prepared

of the as follows . A ?t/poly-fOs(bpy) (wpy)2j 2 electrode was prepared by reductive

elelectropolymrisatio. from a ca. 0.5 uN solution of the mosomer and the inner

file coverage detetmined by cyclic voltmtry in moumor-free O.lN

Id he Ec40Cl04/cz3(. The *ster poly-lIu(vbpy)12fimweet

a electropolymerised from a ca. O.lI monomer solution. All inner files and



resultat bilae film sue visibly smeeh (shim7). Oster film coverages

were ebtained in 0.1 Zt~aClO4 /0 3 00 by applying 1.4V vs. £h/Aa&Cl to

the bileyer electrode for 20-45 mnutes (to drive the tboemdymmncally

sfaverable Eq. (2) to comletion). A potential *can me them initiated fron

1.4 to O.4, to preduce the W e2/a3#trapping Peak (Reaction 1). re"ter

wse obtained by istegratiag the charge wider this trapping peak. The WgWIC

pseudo-refereac weased in place of the conventioal ISCS is thec

ezperiasato, to prevent leakage of CI Lato the working comartmet during

the bag suit at 1.41. Is all ether experiments. poenetials were referred to

the SICS.

I~s(~s~sy)3(1 4 )2 seaprepared by a modification of a standard

msh =-IS 30 8 (0.4"8 moale) (W4 )2 0eCl6 (Smagl'erd) mnd 421.7 mg (2.29

smole) 4.1f~r Wlilley Chmial@) sere refleud for 5 hear* under I2 i

30 al 2-(2-mtbomyesy)othaael (Aldrich). The dark prom reaction miztue

"a cooled to rem temperature ewder -ind5 al 32 wse added. Saturated

M 4 " 6I/ag wse aided to the stirred solution until precipitation cesed. The

greow solid wse collected by auction filtraion, ad sashed with 200 al 320

end 200 at zt2 0 The crude prodect was purifieod by chromatography em £1203

usaing 3:2 tolum eIWp as the elum * The w~in grewm had was collected mad

taken to dry ee by rotary evaporetion. The solid was dissolved is a smirnirn

of C13C mnd added dropis. Late a stirring soluation of St 0. The greas

solid we collected by auction, filtration. Yield: 327 a# (M8).

0 0 91 I
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Cyclic Yoltmetrr ofbte PtIVolI-1lfnelyI-IRM] Kileist. In order to

observe Reaction 1. starting with both the p.1,-joel and poly-[lul filmt in

3.or the IN) state, a positive potential was applied to the bilayer for a

period. Full oxidation of the poly-l02) film proceeds quickly, but the

poly-flu) film is oxidized via Reaction 2 which is slow. For the film

coverages employed here, potentioatatting at *1.4V for at least 20 minutes

i to was satisfactory.

The cyclic voltoinetry of a thus pre-oxidised bilayer is shows is Figure

1. The sharp reduction current peak at ca. +0.95V is due to the bilayer

.29 electrode charge trapping Reaction 1..is which the very smail quantity of

is poly-tool 2. states generated at this potential is rapidly consumed at the

Wre filmlfils interface by the poly-jIuj3* film. The quantity of eleetroactive

.44 poly-11uM1 3* sites in the outer film was ascertained by integration of the

charge under this peak. If the pre-potentiostating period is shortened. to 5

minutes for instance, the trapping peak is appreciably smaller (-602) because

'3 tectiom 2 hes not proceeded to completion.

and The shape and behavior of the sharp reduction peak in Figure I for

Urnx Reaction I is similar to that observed for earlier bilayer electrode(1I~I?) reorte 4,1
(thermodynamically favorable) trapping reacion The peak is however

such butter resolved then soet we have Usored ging a theory assigning

control of the current to electron diffuaion in the inner film. we analysed

the reduction peak in Figure I by plotting the current as the rising pert of

the sharp peak according to the equation3 '

0o.r4 r4

art

_ _ r4. *%. ~ % %%,%.%~ V .... *

q4 *.'. **.
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in(P.c/r,.,) (p3)~U)3 aar)

share ec i the electron diffuson coefficient and C is the polymer site

cosceutratbas ci-.g,'- set/= 3) is the Inner film. T. los I vs R

a 6 plate are lier up to 901 of the current peak. For a series ofinner
experiments, the slope* and intercepts of these plots yield. respectively.

the interaction parameter S (describes the Nerstian shape function of the

os(11I/1l) we anmd electron diffusion constant for the poly-l0@) film is

Table t. lbs lack of dependence an rismor and r andr M agreement of the

electro diffusion parameter with other, independent results for the *ms

pol-m fl.3C a .lzlo~ end 1.3st(- usl/cmlsa confusme the

expected, that the sharp peak edctenturrets is Figure 1. and the rate of

Useties 1, La governed by the rae. of electron diffusion in the inner, poly-

too) film.

goe seemed reuties pea osoerved at 40. 731 vs noC for a pro-

oatestiestatted, ft/P*ly-(Os 30 /poly-feel3# Weyaer, is ame to reduction of

22

0"0ing remidetion peak at the mspotential cam he observed without the

pre-poteatiestetting routine aims the poly-Jol fits is is direct contact

with the Pt electrode. The charge under the poly-10@1~' +/#Wave measures the

inner file coverage, ri br. hic me found to be the same before and after

electropolywarising the poly-Ifl moter film layers. At potential weep

rates epoed hare, peak currants for the poly-loI 213+ wave are

pirepOrtiomal to swop rate.

Coisstias of the returs, positive going potential scan reveals in

Figure I a shallow oxidation current peak (a) at ca. 1.01. The 0peak is
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(3) attributed to Reactien 2. (1% hilayers wbere the difference in inner nd

0'aster I values is great, no peak would be observed bere at all; in these

it* cases the outer film is moeo stably trapped in itsoxmidation state3  ) per

the Pt/poly-IOe)/poly-(u hilayer, the rate of the Reaction 2 is, Ibile

of quite slow, still rapid enough to give a peak in the voltinmetry. We have

elprevioualy' referred to peaks such as thin as the "heck reaction" as they are

the deleterioee to charge storage applications of bilayer electrodes.

ii. in That the shullow M0 current peak in Figure I is doe to Reaction 2, nd

if the is small ad shallow because it is kinetically controlled. was confirmed by

am sweeping the potential at different rates. starting at +0.3V with the film in

its reduced *tate (Figure 2). Adjusting the recorder current sensitivity in

rate of concert with (proportional to) the potential weep rate sormalises the

poly- current scale for the poly-10* 3*/2* peak, so that it appears unchanged in

Figure 2. The shallow M* peak at I.OV. however, is definitely enhanced by

the us* of slower potential scan rates. This observation confirm its

i~on of kinetic control.

the leoe Pumminz of the Outer film. The potential scan rate dependency of the

%tact peak current for Reaction 2 (a) in Figure 2 could, in principle, he employed

ire the to ettract the rate of Rection 2. lather than employ the rather comlex.

d after time dependent reversible kinetic theory required for this, we adopted a

!*P simpler approach, using a rotated disk hileyer electrode in a solution of the

2.reductast I0eCme2bpY)3 . The reductant (30 a +O.GGY vs. 55CR) serves to

prevent depletion of pely-19%)j states in the outer film during Reaction 2.

is and the rotated dish arrangement provides a steady "ass transfer of:.-.

2.is (Os(Ne bpy) 3 1 The redon energy level scheme for this arrangmnt is >

2. ~ ..

-%

-, t A!-



illustrated in Figure 3.

Note from the scheme that the function of the electrode potential if to

lower the poly-(OsJ 2 IPoly(01 3 ratio sufficiently in the inner film to

initiate a net rate of electron transfer@ from p017-13312  to oy(s

3+
greater than that fron (the ordinarily sore favorable) poly-(Kul to poly-

(0s] . xpressing the poly-[Oe) /poly-tool rtowthtefrs

equation (plus g interaction parameter asused in Sq. (3)) and assigning rate

control to the film/file electron transfer of leaction 2. leads to the

equations for the ,oltametric response of a Pt/poly-IOsllpoly-tRuJ rotated

disk electrode in a solution of reductant, I~s(Me3bp73)l

-i ine 4outer (.

ad a - * (RI/gm) li/Ci Ofi (5)

where 9, gouter (RI/Pr) lati1. At (6)Go to ct,euter

in ich i is the limiting current of the rotated disk voltmosgram, k is

the second order cross electron transfer rate constant of Reaction 2 between

the contacting polymer file surfaces. each containing ca. a moolayer of poly-
10 210.1 ed poly-tau) sites (assume 'inner 'outer :12110 mourn ), i~ is

the half gave potential of the rotated dish voltassrVm, ed ic iste

the current through the outer film thait would he limited by electron

diffusion UI ctene mVAbct ,otero2 er irens)
Ths rotated dish woltinetrtc response of a Pt/poly-

I0s(bry) (p) 3/poly-(2v(vhpy) 3 j bilayer with Finra3.E5zlo_ and

2 2 3 inne



~route r - .rftlo
"9 Mol/on

2 in a 3.5W ( Os(He 21 Y3 2  solution is above in,,-,

si ure 4. A steady st e kinetic lve ih I 0.93V nd li a - 25.vA

AG.

MM to (current density Slim " 68pA/m) is observed. of qs• 4 and , ppication -*"

"'O°'3e[ ] of Eq. 4 is the more significant in that it predicts s dependency oan.-.
:

to poly-

,at

me Limiting current results from voltamogrem for a series of bilayer :.

plng rite electrodes are shown in Table 11. The ezperimeotal scatter is fairly "

t~be appreciable, but to a first epprozimation ("ae below). ilia appears to be

ron t at ae d rq 4 is st sfied .Values of the f l /film electron tr nsfer

rate W6 fall in the range 2 to Szo
- 9 Sol/cR2 a.

Zqs. 5 and 6 are also satisfied by voltmmatry like Figure 4. for Eq. 5

by the linearity of plots of a vs. lo8[i/(ili-i) rhone slope - 0.063V gives

(5) 2+10.1 of E. 4 q i. abe moeini at for tat it pets no epvedenythe

t ovoltme trod o q 6 predicts that the e potential for pody- ru] oxidatio

should occur t a les positive potential thn 9ote 0.140) ccordng to 
%

outer outer

mol/m c deterined elsefhere3, tq. 6 predict* an si of 07 2 to .a "V for

the a lie nd out e h iven in Table I. These lie it h 39 to 5 of the

2 betwveen

actually observed.
te of poab- The redox pmping by reductot outlined in bioure 3 can also t bed in

is 22
cy qs. 5 nv r lostaidb oltaser.Hr gan h eu t ry lik(e rve s thrE5

function of conusint outer file poly-rlu]. sites eoerted by eactio 2 at

the bilayer o.lutio interface. thgure 5 potnt f tecyclic voltomidtr :-
of the Pt/poly-[Os(tpy)r2(vpy)21 /poly- Ju(vbPy)3) bilayer of Figure I in

the 3.55 o uld o at ae solution. Copared to Figure 1. a)d ao in the
-9rotated disk epriment, in Table rets observed for octon 2. At

outer

"'"ter is 3*:

fucino osmn ue impl-ll stsgnrtdb ecin2a
, - ..... , -5 ,'. .," ..-. +,... .. ... the.,...i...,.e'.,..-o.- uti..;..] int.,... fa;+.- . Fgue'llsrae the-,-,.-.-.-.,...-.-.-.-. cycli vo't.. etr

ofth P/pl-Is •y2 vp).. ......vby 3 1 blae of Figure.''..... in . . ,-',.
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500 vnY/ a Well-defined. signoidal wave centered at to. 0.95Y vs. SUK is

pevident in Figure S. The limiting currents observed at 100.* 200, and

300mY/s * after baseline current corrections.* are roughly the sam as these

2
observed is the rotated disk asperimeat (ON0 310, SiOpA/an respectively).

Evidently, the concentration - distance profiles through the two film are

Sestablished rapidly enough an the timeacale of the potential scan for steady

state current flow to exist. This limiting current Persist* until sufficient

tim has elapsed during the continuing positive potential scan for

2+
concentration polariation of the I0e(me 2bPY) 3 ) solution to occur, at %aich

point the concentration gradient of [Os(Ne 2bpy ) 31 becoes too small to

support the limiting kinetic current of Reaction 2 and the current ii seen to

decay. At slower scan rates, this concentration polarization is more

substantial and the pumed currents are lower. Figure 5 illustrates the

virtue of using the rotated electrode format to avoid depletion of the

pumping roectant.

Discussion and Rumnmation of Asumtions B efore considering the measured

Reaction 2 film/film rate of Table 11, four important assumtions of the

experiment should be enmined.

V ~~~first assumed is that the pumping reductant 1Oe(Ne bpy)3
2 de o

9~ 2.
Penetrate the outer, poly-(RuJ film to either the inner film or to the Pt

electrode (both would give a wave near the Z*' *04."V for (Os(Ile~bpy) 31

oxidation). Previous explicit permeation meaurements of bulky. dicationie

comleses by Ikeda 5 through the poty-Iu~vbp!) 3 1 2  film show that permeation

2.
of a complex like I0e(me 2bpy) 3 1 through the present f ilms should not give

significant currents on the scale of Figure 4. The pumping reductant we

% %%
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chosen sm this basis. That the pomius reduc teat also does not encounter

film imperfections (as opposed to permeation) allowing access to the Pt/poly-

fo.1 interface is clearly satisfied by the absence of a 0.66V wave in Figure

4. That, further, the reductant does not encounter outer film imperfections

3+
allowing access to the poly-[og) sites at the film/film interface is also

satisfied by the absence in Figures 4 and 5 of a wave at 0.66V for the
2* 3+

reaction of [Os(Me 2 bpy) 31 with poly-[ bpy) 2 (vpy) 2 1 Thus, all

assumptions surrounding the pumping reductant seem satisfied.

The second assumption is that there are no significant inner film

imperfections through which direct outer film electron transfer with the Pt

electrode might occur. This assumption is satisfied by the absence of peaks

at the poly-tRu12' potential (10 ' 1 .14V) in Figures 1 and 2.
outer

The third assumption deals with absence of rate control of Reaction 2,

even partially, by electron diffusion rates in the inner or outer films.

Calculations of the electron diffusion limited inner and outer film currents

give values of > 0.15 and > 0.05 A/cm , far larger than the j1iu values in

Table 11. This by itself does not totally exclude electron diffusion rate

2interference, however. Another criterion is independence of k4 on the inner

and outer film coverages. r.J-Lae and Fou .r Close inspection of Table II
revalsno bvius orrlaine ouk 2wterinr u lih rn nk

2

seems to exist with router' k62 increases by about a factor of two-fold as

-99 2F changes from 5z10_ to 1.4zl0' aol/cm 2. The implication of thisouter

trend way be a slight bias of k4due to the electron diffusion rate in the

outer, poly-Ilul film. The electron diffusion rate in poly.[Ru(vbpy) 3) 2/3*

is, indeed, slower than that in poly-(Os(bpy) (vpy) 2 '. Electron

diffusion limitations also might rise from the thermodynamically favorable

-11-
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reverse a# Reaction 2. Zlectron dif fusiom is necessary to mintain the

proper CM/Ci ratio withis both films at the reactine interface, end slow

electran diffusion within either file smy mot supply te recting site@ at a

rate required by the interfacial reaction. lbs kinetic data in Table It

eshibit a decrease of only 2a. 2.5 ever the range of film thickness. Either

form of electron diffusion kinetic* mitht be contributing to this mwali treed

in the observed M4 values. On this basis, the most reliable values of I4

in Table 11 should be thoe obtained at the lowest rester . i..

M 2 _53l0-9 msl/cms Conservatively,* even this value my represent a

lower limitMU

lbs fourth asumt ion concerna the quality of the contact betwee the

poly-losi and poly-Ilul film. lbs geoetrical electrode orea (A) ma wood

is Sq. 4 to calculate the value of k642 in Table It. This ases that at the

film/film interface, the outermost mnolayer (rsmr ) of site. on a samoth

poly- (0.1 film is contacted sosothly end ouifeculy by the innermost moelayer

(Fneiof sites in the poly-1m film. Interfacial reagaes of either

film woeld affect this assumtion by obeege is are. A. in Sq. 14. Kowgbess

of an film outface mirrored by end (enoclr) in register wit the other film

2wouldd enhance the apparent b64 , %bile reohmas leading to interruptimas

(solvet-filled voids) in the interfae. diminishs the apparent 162. Babh

effects ight be present simultesessuly in different regiene of the

interface. We will return to this difficult sod quite posibly iaperfect

ssamtion later.

Now examine the > zIlO' MUM'ns rate assigned to the pely-(08I /rely-

ia +film/film reaction. Ne have establishedG that reactions of etal

comlex salutes at polymr/solti.. interfaces of poly-Joel or poly-(la)



(Giggle lar) film heve cess olectrom trans fer rates 41iatiSEoi3

correlatable with the reaction free eerg mais the vo11haem Uecua

relating1

k1 2 (k1 h2 2 112

22
log f (log K12) /14 leg (k k A/2 (7)

-:since eatifm 2 is at least formolly amaleoves; to these Previous

cormeatiems. it mm reasonable to estimate. a priori, the rate that

Reacting 2 Would he"were it to follow Eq. 7. gains the haomos aeeu

solution electrm self exchapg rates for IRS(hpi) 3) 2./3 106(bp)5I13

complexese14 , and the Kq l.AKlO- of asectim 2 mw estimating 4 and
eqiner

4 auter asO10 wi/rn2 . we Calcauate that (66 thes should be .80

nal/cm2 a. put in differeut team, with 40 l4 i l iai/ a

hemegeme @aem crder rate constant few Reectiem 2 of 32 N4- *hu

can be ealculated from the amperimsntal ho2 - S a 10 9 w4in2**s This

exeietal rate is afactor of 261 slowes them the ftban)bo ai 9 1

calculated fran Sq. 7 with the j(bhp) 3 32  ama 1000p 3 1") self

* eacbage rates.
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2e results of Table It esutitute he first estimate of bow fast

elsetrem tramsfers cam occur acmrse the iaterface betweem a polymeric

phoes. Dared -n its reaetiom free eergy ad te premises of the Marcus

relatiem Sq. 7. the smimem rate that lesctim 2 could exhibit is M6 ) -

1.mlO' ? mol/cam s inaterfacial rate cemotant tem, or (ktmotheor 910
-l -1r

N " a ti more familiar hmogeeouea slutiom dismasioms. It is remarkable

that the observed rate is (at a maiem) mly 210 miler. The actual

differeace my be es lose, cosidering oar discussieom of possible electron

diffusiom rate limitations, above.

Comsider this rmrkahle result. however, La the light of "liunt features

of tha previously acertaimed eleetrs transfer properties of thes two

polysora: U_) Vale" of th elestrom diffusie csfficiests a t L poly- C..
100(bl,) Nw) ) 2*/3* ad poly-Iu(wbp) 3 32 / 3* tremaslateGel to bemoemous

electron self echange constants similar to the kum homesnesn values 1

for 10sl lh 3 ad [0ub")3 ) 213 ', implying that electroe trassfers in

these polymera involve eucmantlug the se (iattrinsic. ater sphere) batter

as La hemogemeous solutiem. (IL) The rates of electro transfer& between

metal poly-pyuidiae couplex solutes md the surfaces of poly-

IO(bpy) 2(Cpy)2) 
2 '* l 3  sd poly-18u(,*y) 3 1 24 3* film follo w the free

suergy-rate dictates of 3q. 7. Poiato (1) mad (.L) say, is effect that both

the iaternal ad the polyserlaolutimu eleetron tramfer chemistry of the two

polymers easentially follow the Mos theory 3 . Viewed in this light, me

might epect that the value of b61 for bsactim 2 could be maticipated from

Sq. 7, rather them being M (o los) iller. -.

It is appropriate, the*, to Consider the factors Which might impede .o

A.. * . ** A.A. .. ,. °°A . .-- ,'... '* %.%A 'o °A~* .A
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elcto trnser atte--.5..strae U stlieyfctri

eulty tofer t btethe ilo/filyeraue.aces wte likely faor te

discussed aboe). Firstly,* is the". sxper insts * the two polymer film were

met gre in such away as to ensure chonical bonding betwe the monolayer -

o oy16b (y I and poly-j(k~wbpy) I site at the

Interface. To the extent that several solvent layers (wr larger solvent

voids) mist either in places. or generally, between the two site umolayers.

the effective. microscepic, coetacting ae of the bilae~r interface nighit be

dimiishoed and/or additional polymer chaisnations usgt be required to

displace iatervening solvent to achieve the Reaction 2 tranaitien state. The

ocseeration that k62 is loss than Wh2 th ouggests that such interrupted

interfacial contact my be more prevalent tha is-register interfacial

0wic as0 sebwuld oct to shonce, met depress.* the apparent k 2

-. ecoadly. Reaction 2 occurs ubile most of one file is in the M' state witb

M3*.*most of the other film in the state. To the =ntest that Wellisg of the

two polymer states differs, the lateral streseso n the film/film interface

my degrae the quality of the adhesive contact between poly-Ilul and poly-

* (Osi and thereby derease the electron transfer rate.* The limiting currents

of voltmsmgram like that in figure 4 do La fact decay with time more -

* rapidly thee do currents in a continusaly scaned cyclic voltmogrow like

Figure 2. Furthermore, with a different bet related (ft/Fe) bilayer

asoebly. we found 5 that the limiting current decay coud be partially
reversed by wreetingw the bilayer in the all as /Fe or allII 3./Fe3

states. Differential Wellis$ mny well therefore be a crucial factor.

Another possible factor is the rate at which cbarge compousating
counteriena cross the film/film interface. Altheo we have me direct A



evidence for bilayera, considering that the kinetic masurements were carried

out uder steady state conditions, and that previous data indicate that small

anions are quite mobile in similar mon-bileyer films" we are inclined to

eliminate coumteriou effects for the present hilayer.
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de.pickud . a.sputer W.; fLelfetrde. a.;oo a& leesay su.sW. t. An Cihn

$lan Dektak, prefilemeter et to .1:1imm status pressure. The poly-IOe)

file*semloyed is Table It imr. all shiny (grainy specimens wait 4iscarted).

and serious rosigheess as not revealedinL previous kinetic studieo* .The
Profilsmetry does reveal n acessional deadrite; we believe thee. contribute

minimally to embaeiug the interfacial as since eaction 2 rates at

deedrite surfaces will be greatly attmmeted by the required high electron

dif fues. flm through the deedrite eres-oactis.

U?. 1. Wilbourn, University of North Caroline, umpublished results. 1964.
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